
ONLINE PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOL

Asana is a simple project management solution built to help your team reach its goals. Track tasks, define workflows,
and manage your work with Asana.

It gives them a central place to manage and share work, so everyone stays on the same page. Freedcamp offers
everything your team needs to successfully complete any project! Get Organized! The workflow management
software provides key capabilities for task, data and document management. Mavenlink Mavenlink is a
modern software designed for services organizations to connect with people, projects, and make profits. Stay
on schedule Map out goals and prioritize tasks. Functionfox Functionfox is a timesheet tool trusted by creative
professionals all around the world. Working from home or at the office. That's right. Workzone Workzone is
built by a highly dedicated team to help individuals and organizations gain better control and visibility in work
management. Because we believe collaboration is for everyone, we've made our core features free, so you can
enjoy a more productive life no matter what you do! With this pm tool you can easily plan any projects, map
your route, organize files, delegate tasks, and various elements. Time Management: Beautifully designed
weekly timesheets with manual hours linked to a suitable task or a project. Share feedback, files, and status
updates. Discuss ideas with your team from one centralized place Milestones Group lists of tasks and set a
goal by a certain date, give your team something to look forward to Wiki Your organization has
documentation and needs a place to keep multiple versions of each document Wall Social communication
within companies has proven to increase productivity and ideation, let your team socialize in one place Issue
Tracker Where the simplicity of tasks has restrictions the Issue Tracker can open a whole world of
functionality for tracking issues. For those who wish to bring structure to your work, Scoro is the right pm tool
for you. Keep product feedback under one roof to prioritize and make changes faster. Clarizen If you are
looking for a cloud-based project management tool to help your business grow, Clarizen can come to your
rescue. Moreover, you can keep your entire team organized, in alignment, and always on schedule with
Redbooth. The solution offers ready-made templates for an easy start. It has extensive collaboration features
including a customizable free client portal. It is both powerful and easy-to-use. Producteev Producteev has
been a task management solution for small and medium-sized teams. Achieve Goals. Features: Workload:
keep all resources engaged and balanced Collaboration: comments, attachments, and notifications Workspace:
Gantt charts and Board view Project templates for easy start Pricing: Team plan starts from 7. Compare
project management software Teams that want results trust Asana Our team is managing many complex
projects across trivago, and with Asana we keep all the information we need in one placeâ€”so we can get
right to work instead of spending time looking through emails, spreadsheets, and handwritten notes. File and
track bug reports and sprints. Insightly Insightly is a powerful CRM with a project and business management
set. Track prospects through your sales funnel. Apart from this, it has resource management and time-tracking
capabilities as well. Freedcamp is in the center of it all. It has all good stuff including collaboration and
gamification feature giving a much-needed boost to agile practices with cutting-edge technology. Project
managers can easily access all their projects, tasks and other collaborators. Meeting Management â€”
Schedule multiple meetings at a time with a clear concise agenda, discussion points and follow-up actions
Pricing Free Plan â€” 5 workspaces, MBs of storage. Features: Makes it a breeze to assign staff, track time or
reschedule projects Quoting and invoicing have never been simpler.


